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Abstract
The United States Air Force relies upon an aerial refueling capability to fulfill its
missions of rapid global mobility and global attack. The growing wings of unmanned
aerial systems (UAS) and remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) do not currently have access
to this capability due to the lack of an on-board pilot to safely maintain an appropri-
ate refueling position and orientation. Future refueling aircraft are likely to employ
stereo vision systems to enhance the capability for refueling manned aircraft. This
research examines the use of stereo vision for precision relative navigation in order to
accomplish the Automated Aerial Refueling (AAR) task. Previous work toward an
AAR solution has involved the use of Differential Global Positioning (DGPS), Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), and monocular vision. This research aims to lever-
age organic systems in future aircraft to compliment these solutions. The algorithm
used in this thesis generates a point cloud from the disparity between the stereo cam-
era images. The algorithm then fits the point cloud to a digital model using a variant
of iterative closest points (ICP). The algorithm was tested using simulated imagery
of an F-15E rendered in a 3D modeling environment. Experimental results showed a
significant increase in accuracy as the receiver aircraft approached the tanker aircraft,
reporting accuracies within +/-10 centimeters at distances less than 17 meters. The
algorithm’s ability to transition to the real world was validated qualitatively using a
1:7 scale F-15E model and 1:7 stereo camera pair.
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PRECISION RELATIVE POSITIONING FOR AUTOMATED AERIAL
REFUELING FROM A STEREO IMAGING SYSTEM
I. Introduction
The focus of this thesis is the feasibility and accuracy of stereo vision for pre-
cision relative navigation, specifically with regard to the automated aerial refueling
(AAR) task. Such relative positioning would allow for safe, accurate control of un-
manned aerial systems (UAS) and remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) during air-to-air
refueling operations, a capability not currently available to the Air Force. Aerial re-
fueling is key to the Air Force’s global mobility mission, with AAR expanding that
capability to the growing wings of unmanned and remotely piloted aircraft.
Previous efforts at AAR have been based on Differential Global Positioning
Systems (DGPS) [26], monocular vision [13, 34], and LiDAR scans from on-board
the receiver aircraft [20] The key difference of this effort is that the sensor suite is
assumed to be a stereo vision system installed on the refueling aircraft alone. This
assumption releases the receiver from carrying any specialized equipment in order to
complete the task.
A stereo vision-based AAR solution provides relative navigation capability in
situations where previous AAR efforts break down. Such situations include instances
where the tanker obscures GPS signals for the receiver and instances where the re-
ceiver has not been specifically modified for AAR. While a stereo vision solution can
supplement a DGPS solution, this work demonstrates that the latter is not required.
Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, a stereo vision solution can operate with
the goal of requiring no specialized modification to the receiver aircraft. The system
1
on board the tanker can calculate the position of the trailing aircraft with respect to
where it is expected to be. In this way, a small amount of information can be passed
to the receiver, which can then respond with its standard autopilot.
1.1 Problem Statement
This thesis leverages existing technologies in the fields of computer vision and
navigation to generate precise relative positioning of the receiving aircraft. Stereo
cameras provide the system’s sensors, from which depth information is extracted and
fit to a computer model of the receiver. The tanker and receiver are assumed to be in a
reasonable refueling position and orientation throughout the system’s operation. The
system reports a simple difference vector that represents the position and orientation
of the trailing aircraft with respect to a station keeping point at a fixed location
and orientation behind and below the tanker (in range of the refueling boom). This
vector simply describes six degrees of freedom (x-axis offset, y-axis offset, z-axis offset,
pitch angle, roll angle, yaw angle), which constitute the aircraft pose. In addition
to implementation, a key aspect of this thesis then analyzes the experimental results
in terms of accuracy, reliability, limitations, and feasibility for full-scale/real world
implementation.
The system combines established techniques from computer vision and applies
them in a navigation domain to achieve automated pose estimation.
1.2 Overview
This thesis is organized into five chapters: Introduction, Background/Previous
work, Methodology, Results/Discussion, and Conclusions. The first chapter is an
introduction to the thesis domain, including the problem statement and a thesis
overview. Chapter II presents key concepts and algorithms in computer vision and
2
3D modeling, as well as an overview of previous work in precision relative navigation.
Chapter III details the assumptions and limitations of the system and introduces
the experimental domain. The overall algorithm workflow is introduced along with
specific customizations made to established algorithms. Analysis of the experimental
results is presented, followed by a discussion on the impact of those results. This
thesis concludes in Chapter V with assessments, suggestions for future work, and
final remarks.
3
II. Background/Previous Work
This chapter describes the established principles and techniques underpinning
the relative navigation presented here. Some of the key concepts include fundamentals
of stereo vision and 3D modeling. A discussion of coordinate frames and transforms
is provided as it pertains to this thesis. This chapter concludes with a discussion of
previous work with relative navigation and its applications to the AAR task.
2.1 Stereo Vision
Mankind, along with much of the animal kingdom, has the ability to perceive
depth. Humans have a stereo (i.e., binocular) vision system to obtain visual infor-
mation of their surrounding world. The left and right each provide an image to the
brain from a slightly shifted perspective. The differences in these two images provides
the brain with information on the distance of objects, which we naturally interpret
as depth.
To understand how the slight perspective difference between the left and right
eye conveys depth information, try a simple experiment. Holding your index finger at
arm’s length in front of your nose, focus on a point on an object in the distance. Now,
close your right eye. Keeping your focus on the distant point, simultaneously open
your right eye and close your left eye. Notice how the distant object appears to move
very little (if at all), while your finger appears to jump to the left. The magnitude of
this jump is known as the disparity for the object (in this case your finger) and helps
describe the distance of the object from your eyes.
The same principles apply to computer vision. However, while the human brain
can expertly determine depth information, computer systems are less proficient.
4
Figure 1. A simple camera model. This camera model illustrates focal length, principle point,
and field of view and is assumed for all cameras in this thesis.
2.1.1 Camera Model.
The basic structure of a camera consists of a sensor plane, a lens, and a focal
length. This basic arrangement (and accompanying assumptions) is known as the
pinhole camera model [35] and serves as the model for all cameras in this thesis.
In the human eye, cones and rods serve as sensors arranged on the retina.
Similarly, a digital camera consists of multiple photo sensors also arranged on a plane.
In either case, the field of view, or area over which the sensor plane collects data, is
determined by a lens. A wider field of view captures more light along the x-axis, and
a taller field of view captures more light along the y-axis. The principle point of the
camera’s field of view is determined by the lens magnification and will be assumed
to be the image center for this thesis. The lens also determines the camera’s focal
length, which measures the distance from the center of the lens to the convergence
point of light passing through the lens (Figure 1).
The camera’s intrinsic parameters describe the projection from 3D space onto
the camera’s sensor. The parameters are commonly expressed as a matrix consisting
of principle point (along the x- and y-axes) and focal length. The three-dimensional
matrix that describes a camera’s perspective space is:
5
Figure 2. Images do not contain depth information. The position along the z-axis of any
point is lost when a 3D scene is captured in a single 2D image.
C =

f s px
0 f py
0 0 1
 , (1)
where f is the focal length of the camera, s is the skew, and p is the principle point.
With the assumption that the principle point is at the image center (valid for an
infinitely thin lens assumption), px and py each become zero.
The resulting image is a projection of spectral information from the three-
dimensional (3D) world onto the two-dimensional (2D) sensor plane. It is important
to note that depth information (the third dimension) is lost in the projection from 3D
to 2D space. A given point in an image may exist at any distance along the projected
line from the sensor’s center, through the given point, to infinity. Consequently, the
images provide no information along the z-axis. Such a projection from 3D-to-2D is
illustrated by Figure 2.
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2.1.2 Epipolar Constraint.
The line in Figure 2 from the origin through the given point is known as an
epipolar line. The vast majority of problems involving positional information from
imagery rely upon epipolar geometry. Epipolar geometry describes the relationship
between pixels in an image and the camera used to capture the image. Once estab-
lished, this relationship can be exploited to determine location information. Within
an image, each pixel corresponds to an epipolar line, originating at the origin of the
camera frame and extending through the given point to infinity. The known origin
of the camera frame in addition to the known location of a point within the camera
frame allows a precise angle to be defined. The point in 3D space that corresponds
to the 2D point exists at some point along the epipolar line.
An image is constructed of points. In a digital image, each pixel represents a
single point. Each pixel in the image corresponds to exactly one epipolar line. These
lines converge at the sensor’s center and diverge approaching infinity. The result is
a set of lines that intersect only at the origin, and become increasingly dispersed
as distance from the origin increases. Without depth information, the real world
distance between two pixels in an image cannot be determined from the positioning
of the pixels themselves. This limitation constrains a single image to providing only
relative positional (not distance) information along the x- and y-axes. Figure 3 shows
a pair of epipolar lines corresponding to points at two differing distances in 3D space.
Note that the distance between the pixels in the image (i1 andi2) does not equal the
true distance between the points (r1 and r2).
To regain depth information (and thereby regain distance information along all
three axes), multiple images are needed of a single scene. The images can be obtained
from a single camera moving in a known manner between images of a static scene
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Figure 3. Epipolar lines extending from the camera’s origin, through a given point.
(i.e., structure from motion [25]) or from multiple cameras taking images simultane-
ously. This thesis focuses on the case where pairs of images are taken simultaneously.
2.1.3 Simple Stereo Camera Model.
A simple stereo camera consists of two cameras in a known relative arrangement.
The arrangement of the cameras in 3D space defines the pair’s extrinsic parameters.
Because each camera captures the scene from a unique position, it becomes possible
to compute where corresponding epipolar lines intersect in space (i.e., triangulation),
thus resolving depth ambiguity present in a single 2D image projection (Figure 4). As
a result, each epipolar line from camera A intersects each epipolar line from Camera
B at most once (and in many cases, never).
The origins of the camera pair form a triangle with the intersection of a pair of
epipolar lines. When combined with knowledge of the pair’s extrinsic parameters, this
triangular relationship can be resolved to the location of the intersection in 3D space.
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Figure 4. Any two epipolar lines from a stereo camera pair intersect at most once. The
highlighted epipolar line from A intersects each highlighted epipolar line from B at in at most one
location.
The difficulty lies in determining which epipolar line in camera A is intersecting an
epipolar line in camera B (if at all). The one-to-one correspondence between pixels
and epipolar lines reduces this difficulty by relating each epipolar line to a single pixel.
If a pixel in an image from camera A captures the same point in 3D space as a pixel
in an image from camera B, the corresponding epipolar lines must intersect at that
point.
2.1.4 Rectification.
Searching an entire image for corresponding pixels in order to find intersecting
epipolar lines is computationally expensive. Algorithms exist to reduce the search
space by utilizing multiple images, as with optical flow [35]. One of the most efficient
methods for simplifying the epipolar intersection calculations is rectification [27]. As
described by Loop and Zhang [23], rectification bends (or warps) an image pair to
align epipolar lines horizontally with vertical correspondence.
Rectification occurs in four main stages: First, epipolar lines for identified features
are computed (based on extrinsic camera measurements); next, imagery is trans-
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Figure 5. Rectification as performed by Loop and Zhang (1999) [23]. (a) Image pair with
epipolar lines shown; (b) Epipolar lines made parallel; (c) Epipolar lines in vertical correspondence;
(d) Fully rectified images with horizontal distortion minimized
formed such that the epipolar lines are parallel across the image pair (Figure 5b) and
then scaled to vertically align the corresponding epipolar lines (Figure 5c); finally,
horizontal distortion between the pair is minimized to give a fully rectified image
(Figure 5d).
Stereo Camera Calibration.
In most cases, the cameras’ extrinsic parameters are either unknown or cannot
be measure explicitly. Alternatively, a stereo camera system’s extrinsic (and intrinsic)
parameters can be computed via a calibration routine.
There are two sources of distortion commonly addressed by calibration: radial
and tangential. Radial distortion results in the “fish-eye” look of an image, where the
center of an image appears to have greater magnification than the surrounding edges
(Figure 6). Tangential distortion occurs as a result of slight inaccuracy when aligning
the camera lens with the image plane. Both forms of distortion are accounted for in
the Brown-Conrady model [15].
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(a) Raw (distorted) Image (b) Undistorted Image
Figure 6. Distortion causes the center checkerboard squares to appear larger than the
outer squares. In reality, the checkerboard is square. Radial distortion gives the ”fish-eye” or
”barrel” appearance to (a). Undistortion (as part of rectification) corrects for this appearance, as
seen in (b).
The Brown-Conrady model assigns five coefficients to describing distortion of a
given pixel, p. The coefficients k1, k2, and k3 correct for radial distortion (Equation 2),
while p1 and p2 correct for tangential distortion (Equation 3). To calculate the co-
efficients, a simple geometric relationship must be established between the observed
pixel coordinate and the ideal pixel coordinate.
px−corrected = px ∗ (1 + k1rpow2 + k2rpow4 + k3rpow6)
py−corrected = py ∗ (1 + k1rpow2 + k2rpow4 + k3rpow6)
(2)
px−corrected = x+ (2p1xy + p2(rpow2 + 2xpow2))
py−corrected = y + (p1(rpow2 + 2ypow2) + 2p2xy)
(3)
A checkerboard provides a set of easily identifiable, precise points in a strict
geometric relationship. Any given checkerboard contains c squares arranged into a
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Figure 7. A camera calibration checkerboard (note that the number labels are for reference
only and do not contribute to the algorithm). This checkerboard shows 19 rows and 18 columns of
inner checkerboard corners. Each square measures precisely 1.5 inches per side. These three known
values feed the calibration algorithm.
rows and b columns. This arrangement provides d internal row corners and e internal
column corners (Figure 7). The calibration routine identifies these internal corners
and is fed the known size of each checkerboard square (measured in side length).
This precise, known relationship between points gives the ideal pixel coordinates for
an image of the checkerboard. Comparing the ideal coordinates to the observed
coordinates in an image defines the geometric relationship to be undistorted by the
five coefficients.
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(a) Single Image from Stereo Pair (b) Corresponding Disparity Map
Figure 8. A sample image (a) and its corresponding disparity map (b) [5].
2.1.5 Disparity Maps.
Once rectification is accomplished, epipolar geometry provides a depth value
for a matched pixel across two images. Disparity maps, also referred to as depth
maps, give a visual representation of depth information within a scene. The color
value of each pixel represents the disparity between that pixel and its match in the
corresponding image. Through a basic trigonometric relationship (and a known base-
line separation between the cameras), disparity gives distance from the camera to
the point that the pixel represents in the world space. Grayscale was used for this
project, with black representing zero/unknown disparity (infinite/unknown depth)
and lighter shades representing increased disparity (decreased depth) (Figure 8).
The precision of a disparity map is determined by a combination of maximum
disparity and depth bins. Maximum disparity is the maximum number of pixels
between two corresponding points that the matching algorithm will consider a match.
The distance is calculated as a simple Manhattan distance from the pixel coordinates
of the point in image A and the pixel coordinates in the point fo image B. A smaller
maximum disparity results in fewer mismatches, but fewer matches overall. This
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(a) Left Image (b) Disparity Map (c) Right Image
Figure 9. A stereo image pair and the resulting disparity map (from the perspective
of the right camera) [5]
gives a depth value to points that shift less between the left and right images, while
ignoring the rest. A larger maximum disparity allows for more granularity in depth,
but will begin to register false matches more frequently as the maximum disparity
increases. The algorithm then assigns each match to a disparity bin. Disparity bins
range from zero (at the focal length of the camera) to infinity and are measured from
the farthest point in the bin. Disparity bins are typically found in multiples of sixteen.
Increasing the number of depth bins can result in more accurate depth information,
at the expense of both processing time and unused bins.
Disparity map reconstruction algorithms use one image as the base for the depth
calculation. Figure 9 is based on the right camera, which serves as the base camera
for this application. The points in the base (right) image are compared to the points
in the second (left) image when searching for matches. This searching technique
leaves an unmatched pixel at each point in the base image where the second image
contained no corresponding point. The disparity map measures from the origin of the
base camera and can therefore be thought of as an image from the perspective of the
base camera.
All disparity map approaches result in areas of no information that may appear
to be shadows. These are actually areas of occlusion between the original images.
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In the case of Figure 9, the disparity map is generated from the right camera frame.
There are points on the right image which cannot be matched to the left image due
to change in viewing angle. These points are assigned the maximum disparity value
(“infinite”, or black in the case of this example).
Nearly all algorithms for identifying corresponding pixels for dense disparity
map reconstruction depend upon identifying intensity values within an image [33].
The methods used for identifying and defining intensity values can be grouped into
three main categories: Feature-based, area-based, and energy-based [10]. Feature-
based approaches identify features based on intensity changes within each image and
searches these features for their appearance in multiple images. Edges, lines, corners,
and known structures (such as eyes, in the case of facial recognition) are commonly
used as features. Area-based approaches compare images through a set of image win-
dows (sized based upon source image and implementation). Energy-based approaches
determine correlation iteratively through energy minimization.
Feature-based approaches offer the advantage of reduced comparisons between
images, but precision can be limited in cases with few features (such as smooth sur-
faces), which results in a sparsely distributed set of correlations [37] or occluded fea-
tures [31]. Area-based approaches function best in highly textured images, but can be
limited by areas of high contour (which result in differing windows from differing per-
spectives) [18, 31]. Energy-based approaches do not require rectification, but can be
computationally intensive and are prone to finding local minima (hill-climbing) [31].
This thesis will record points of no known disparity using the maximum possible dis-
parity for that point, with the ability to average nearby disparities in order to smooth
the result.
The objective of this thesis is to identify an aircraft-shaped object. The aero-
dynamic shape of aircraft presents many strong features, as well as areas of high
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texture along the aircraft’s surface. Initially, a mixed approach was used to exploit
both feature- (in the form of SIFT features [24]) and area-based approaches. SIFT
features were used to quickly build a sparse disparity map (regional depth informa-
tion), reinforced by a rolling window to create a dense disparity map. Model-building
was eliminated from this thesis in favor of a preexisting aircraft model, thus making
the SIFT features less useful. The dense disparity images in this thesis were created
using block matching. This allowed for simplification of the disparity map creation
algorithm.
2.2 3D Modeling
3D modeling describes the process or method of describing a three-dimensional
object in a digital format. 3D modeling approaches utilize various mathematical
techniques, which result in models with differing properties.
2.2.1 Solid Models.
Solid models are the most complete physical representations. Solid models
describe all surfaces of the object being represented, including internal faces and
surface thickness, through verticies connected by edge lines. This results in a model
that accurately captures the structure of an object, at the expense of both model
storage size and generation complexity.
2.2.2 Shell Models.
Shell models describe only the outermost boundary of the represented object.
These models can give highly accurate information on the external face(s) of an object,
but do not represent the internal structure of the object. Often called ”hollow”
models, these are the most common type of 3D model because they are simple to
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Figure 10. A shell model. The cockpit area has been removed to show that the model represents
only the outer surface of the aircraft.
produce. A shell model can be produced by a sensing arm, laser scanner, digital
imagery, SONAR, RADAR, or other external sensing device. Most common shell
model formats share the vertex-edge structure, including all formats used within this
thesis (e.g. .stl, .obj, .mesh).
2.2.3 Point Clouds.
The term ”point cloud” can be used to describe any model consisting of a set
of points within a given coordinate system (whether or not the points are connected
by edges). For this thesis, each point consists of three values, corresponding to the
three-dimensional coordinate system (x,y, and z). The density and precision of the
points determines the accuracy of the model
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Dense Point Clouds.
Dense point clouds are stored as a set of entries, with each entry denoting a
three-dimensional position as well as any other information pertaining to the point
(such as color, number of facet connections, etc). ”Dense” describes the lack of void
entries stored in the model.
Sparse Point Clouds.
Sparse point clouds store void entries as part of the model itself. The data
structure is larger than the model being represented so that points not needed to
describe the model are given no value, while the points describing the model are
given a value. Typically, the index of the point within the data structure denotes the
3D location of the point, while the value contains color or other information. This
structure is intuitive to work with, but results in much larger models than dense point
clouds, due to the addition of many empty entries. Frequently, it becomes desirable
to align two point clouds. One common approach is described next.
2.2.4 Model Fitting - ICP.
In this work, a point cloud is created from stereo imagery and then aligned to a
preexisting model to determine the receiver pose. ICP works iteratively to converge
upon the closest local minimum mean squared distance between two point clouds [11].
To accomplish the fitting of one point cloud, p, to a point cloud, x, the algorithm
attempts to minimize the result, f , of
f = µp − µx, (4)
where µp and µx are the mean of point clouds p and x, respectively, and are defined
as
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µp =
1
Np
i=1∑
Np
pi and mux =
1
Nx
i=1∑
Nx
xi. (5)
To minimize equation 4, ICP iteratively applies equation 6, where q and t are
the quaternion rotation (as a DCM) and translation applied to point cloud p in order
to best fit each of the Np points in cloud x. A significant limit to this approach is
that, p and x must contain an equal number of elements.
f(q, t) =
1
Np
i=1∑
Np
(‖~xi −R(q) ∗ ~pi − t‖)2 (6)
By applying a series of rotations and translations to the point cloud, ICP mini-
mizes the distance from each point in the cloud to the closest point in the model. The
model used in this thesis is formed of a mesh of vertices. While this model structure
simplifies the model for storage, it does not provide an exact point for each point
in the cloud to match to (the size of x does not necessarily equal the size of p). To
overcome this limitation, ICP found the closest point within each nearby triangle of
the model’s mesh [20]. The closest match became the starting point for the next
iteration, with the process repeating until the closest triangle did not change or a
looping threshold was met (to limit algorithm runtime).
2.3 Coordinate Frames
This thesis aims to describe the location of one object relative to another (i.e., a
receiver relative to a tanker). A unique coordinate frame is associated with each
observed component of the system [1]. These frames contain unique origin points and
axis positions that may or may not align with those of any other frame at a given
instance. For each frame, pitch, roll, and yaw are defined relative to the frame’s
three major axes. Each angular position degree begins at zero and increases to 360
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Figure 11. The tanker’s body reference frame. A derivative of Yaw Axis.svg by Auawise,
used under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unreported
degrees (2π radians) following the right-hand rule. The relationship between axes
and angular position is as follows: (1) Yaw, a rotation about the z-axis. (2) Pitch, a
rotation about the y-axis. (3) Roll, a rotation about the x-axis.
All frames used in this thesis follow this standard alignment.
2.3.1 Body Frame.
The body frame describes position from the perspective of a single aircraft. This
frame’s origin is located at the aircraft’s navigational center (reported navigational
position), with the positive x, y, and z axes extending in the direction of the aircraft’s
nose, the aircraft’s right wing, and down, respectively. The tanker and receiver com-
prise the two unique body frames utilized in this thesis. Figure 11 shows the tanker
reference frame and tanker aircraft, while Figure 12 shows the same for the receiver
aircraft.
2.3.2 Camera Frame.
The physical data collection system is made up of the left and right camera
frames. The axes of the two camera frames run parallel. The positive x and y axes
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Figure 12. The receiver’s body reference frame.
extend to the camera’s right and down, respectively. The positive z-axis extends
along the center of the camera’s field of view. Each camera frame is centered on the
sensor surface within the camera. Figure 13 shows the left and right camera frames,
as well as their relative positioning within the system.
2.3.3 World Frame.
The above frames use differing origins and axes to describe the same physical
space. The world frame ties these frames to a single reference point. In a flying
system, this frame would most likely correspond to the WGS [6].
2.3.4 Transforms.
The relative alignment of the above frames is central to describing a precise
relative position. With the exception of the camera frames and tanker frame, each
frame is free to move independent of the other frames at any time. The camera and
tanker frames will remain aligned at all times, with constant relative origins, but
may move together as the system moves. In order to achieve the goal of describing
the receiver’s position in the tanker frame, coordinate transforms are used. For the
six-dimensional space used in this thesis, the coordinate transformation matrix is a
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Figure 13. The left and right camera frames, as arranged in a stereo image capture
system.
square matrix os six. Coordinate transforms are denoted by CBA , where C is the
transformation matrix used to convert from A to B (Equation 7).
CCR · CTC = CTR (7)
Where R, C, and T refer to the receiver frame, camera frame, and tanker frame,
respectively.
2.4 Relative Navigation
In the broadest sense, relative navigation is the positioning of an object based
upon its placement with respect to an established point. Relative navigation does
not rely on a global system or knowledge, which is useful in domains where global
systems are not practical, as well as in a reinforcement role to global navigation
systems. Relative navigation solutions have been implemented to solve problems
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through inertial systems [16], differential global positioning systems [29], monocular
vision [34], light detection and ranging systems [20], and other systems.
This thesis expands upon relative navigation solutions applied to close-formation
aerial refueling applications. Previously, solutions have focused on three areas: differ-
ential GPS, monocular vision, LiDAR, and stereo vision. These areas are addressed
in detail below.
2.4.1 Differential GPS.
Differential GPS (DGPS) blends GPS into a relative navigation solution through
the use of “reference receiver” nodes. Wide area DGPS utilizes a set of nodes, while
local area DGPS employs a single node [29]. For the purposes of inter-aircraft posi-
tioning, local area DGPS solutions are the most researched. In these solutions, a node
receives GPS range information from each satellite in view and estimates a correction
for the current error. Relative positional information is then passed from the node to
a DGPS receiver. Accuracy can be further increased by measuring the phase of the
GPS signal at the DGPS receiver in comparison to the phase of the GPS signal at the
node (DGPS). Commercial DGPS solutions offer accuracy to 10-15 centimeters [4].
While DGPS provides enhanced accuracy over a single node GPS solution, the
system is still limited by the ability of both nodes to receive reliable ranging signals
from multiple GPS satellites. DGPS systems also encounter error due to GPS satellite
set differences between the receiver and the node, GPS satellite set change during
operation, and data loss at system range limits [26].
2.4.2 Monocular Vision.
Monocular vision solutions utilize a single electro-optical (EO) camera to ad-
dress relative navigation have also been employed to enable relative navigation. Such
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(a) Monocular Vision [34] (b) LiDAR Scanning [20]
Figure 14. Previous relative navigation efforts. Monocular vision and LiDAR have been used
for relative navigation between a two aircraft.
solutions have been applied to many domains, including terrestrial [21], space [8],
and aerial systems. Specifically application of monocular vision to the AAR domain
has been demonstrated in both simulation [36] and flight testing [34]. Template
matching provides the core of monocular solutions to relative navigation. Although
the algorithms vary, monocular solutions employ a preexisting model which is fit to
imagery. The translation and rotation required to achieve the best fit provide the
relative position of the object being observed (tanker) with respect to the observer
(receiver).
Although this thesis shifts the perspective of the problem from the receiver to
the tanker, the principles remain the same: localize an object within a scene and
employ model fitting to extract positional information. Previous work in applying
monocular vision to the AAR domain has resulted in strong relative navigation per-
formance, with accuracy on the order of 35 centimeters at a range of 20 meters [34].
Other efforts have shown accuracy of nearly 3 centimeters under ideal conditions [13].
The main limitations of a monocular vision implementation are in the forward di-
rection, where limited visibility reduces the amount of information available, and
weather interference. Sun interference also had a negative effect on monocular vision
solutions, due to the system orientation from the receiver looking up at the tanker.
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2.4.3 LiDAR.
Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has also been used to address AAR [20].
Similar to the monocular vision approaches, the LiDAR solution attempted to fit
range readings from a receiver-mounted LiDAR to an internal tanker model. This
solution offered an accuracy of approximately 35 centimeters from post-processed test
flight data. While accurate, the algorithms have not yet offered real-time navigation
capability. Furthermore, the approach requires the receiver to be equipped with a
LiDAR sensor in the nosecone.
2.4.4 Stereo Vision.
Stereo vision has been proven in aerial refueling applications. In 1999, Boeing
patented an aerial refueling system that provides real-time 3D imagery of the receiver
aircraft to an operator on board the tanker aircraft [32]. Although not an autonomous
solution, the system shows stereo vision successfully employed in a refueling capacity.
Perhaps such a system could be leveraged to provide relative navigation cues during
refueling operations.
Extensive work has also been done using stereo vision for terrestrial navigation.
Navigation of unmanned ground vehicles has been demonstrated using infrared cam-
era systems [28]. Localization of ground vehicles has also been achieved by stereo
vision systems in outdoor environments [7, 17]. Finally, GPS-aided [7] and model-
based [22] stereo vision solutions provide examples of terrestrial systems achieving
portions of what this thesis attempts to achieve in an aerial system.
The background and previous work described here provides verified tools for
achieving the goals of this thesis. The following chapter will discuss the methodology
used to employ these tools for achieving precision relative positioning through stereo
vision toward AAR.
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III. Methodology (Algorithms and Analysis)
This chapter details the concepts and approaches used to determine relative
position from stereo vision. The chapter is organized as follows. First, the assump-
tions and limitations of the algorithm and experiments are outlined. The experimen-
tal domain portion covers the algorithms implemented for this thesis as well as the
experiments performed. Finally, intended measurements describes the quantitative
assessments to be performed.
3.1 Algorithm Assumptions and Limitations
The implemented algorithm consists of six main stages: (1) stereo imagery
capture, (2) rectification, (3) disparity map generation, (4) point cloud projection,
(5) model fitting, and (6) result return (Figure 15). The performance of the algorithm
presented in this thesis was quantitatively tested in a simulated environment. The
simulation environment aims to accurately represent the real world, but requires some
assumptions.
Vision System Configuration.
The stereo camera pair is located at the rear of the tanker with a fixed position
and orientation relative to the tanker. All relative orientation information between
the camera pair and the tanker is known. The left and right cameras are separated
along the x-axis by a known baseline. The camera pair is aligned along the y- and
z-axes. The cameras share an overlapping field of view.
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Figure 15. The basic algorithm flow.
Camera Model.
The cameras used in this thesis are assumed to follow the simple camera model,
with a fixed focal length and field of view. The principle point of all images is assumed
to be the image center.
Rigid Body.
The receiver is represented by a rigid model, which does not flex during flight.
Similarly, the receiver is assumed to be rigid, with no changes to its form (wing
defection, flaps, ailerons, landing gear, etc.).
System and Error are Scalable.
The 1:7 scale camera rig and receiver model represent a full-scale system. The
error reported by the 1:7 scale system can be linearly scaled.
3.2 Experimental Domain
Simulation Environment.
For testing purposes, a precision 3D modeling environment served as the world
frame. Within this environment, a rendering point served as each camera and was
able to accurately model the camera properties of the real system (Figure 16). The
simulation environment was used to obtain truth data for evaluation of the algorithm
in this thesis.
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Table 1. Stereo camera parameters for the simulated imagery (in Lightwave).
Parameter Value
camera angles 90◦,-124◦,180◦(x, y, z)
camera baseline 498mm
horizontal FOV 56◦
vertical FOV 43.38◦
focal length 18.8mm
resultion 1024x768 pix
F-15E dimensions 19m long, 13m wide
Altitude 10,000 feet
The system was run on input images from two sources: computer-generated
imagery and real world imagery. The computer-generated imagery provided a simula-
tion environment which allowed for precise knowledge and control of aircraft position,
camera properties, lighting, and other properties. The simulation environment pro-
vided a full-scale representation of the system, including a full-scale receiver aircraft
and camera system. For the simulated imagery, a highly detailed F-15E Strike Eagle
model filled the role of receiver aircraft, with imagery from Google Earth [2] providing
background and land. The tanker system was represented by two simulated cameras
from which the 3D scene was rendered simultaneously. The simulated cameras were
positioned within a cube representing the tanker, to ensure a precise stereo baseline
and relative viewing angle. Figure 16 shows the simulation environment with the
receiver in the contact position. The cameras remained fixed within the simulation
environment, while the receiver moved to simulate varying relative receiver-tanker
positions.
All simulation data collects and measurements utilized the Lightwave3D ani-
mation suite [3]. This allowed for rapid, identically reproducible data collects with
precise truth information. The environment parameters for all simulated data collects
match ideal real world parameters as shown in table 1.
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Figure 16. A view of the simulation environment with the receiver approaching the
tanker. The box (left) represents the camera system housing and contains the points
from which the imagery was rendered.
Each simulation data collect contained an image pair as well as the relative pose
of the receiver. Because the F-15 was not modeled with a refueling port, pose was
measured relative to a ”refueling port” location at the base of the small antenna at the
rear of the canopy. The center of a small white ball marked the precise ”refueling port”
location and was flagged not to render in the simulated images. A corresponding node
was added to the model in the algorithm to ensure a consistent origin for reporting
relative pose. The F-15 model used for the simulated imagery was the same model
used by ICP for point cloud fitting of all imagery. Figure 17 shows a simulated image
pair as well as the reference point used for describing receiver pose.
In addition to receiver data collects, twenty checkerboard images provided the
calibration data set for the simulation environment. Each image pair captured a
checkerboard in a unique position and orientation. These images were used to cali-
brate the simulated camera via the same algorithm used for real world imagery.
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(a) Left Camera View (b) Right Camera View
Figure 17. A pair of images taken from the simulated tanker system with a highlight
of the ”refueling port” location highlighted (near the rear of the canopy)
Real World Camera System.
A 1:7 scale setup provided real world imagery. The scale setup consisted of a
1:7 scale tanker camera system (Figure 19a)and a 1:7 scale receiver aircraft model
(Figure 19b).
The camera system consisted of a pair of Allied Vision Technologies’ Prosilica
CG1020C cameras. These cameras captured images at 1024x768 resolution using a
full color CCD sensor.
The cameras were secured within a metal frame to ensure a constant baseline
and relative positioning. A tripod mount allowed the system to be adjusted and aimed
for data collection at a known position and angle. The EO cameras captured images
simultaneously by triggering the slave camera from the master camera. The master
camera was triggered by a host computer running Robot Operating System (ROS)
Indigo Igloo [30]. Images were stored on the host hard drive for post-processing.
A 1:7 scale F-15E Strike Eagle provided the receiver model for the scaled data
collects. The F-15E model, was built to scale by Fly Eagle Jet Model Factory. The
combination of a 1:7 scale model and a 1:7 scale camera pair resulted in imagery that
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Figure 18. An example of a checkerboard image. Such images were used to verify the
simulated camera system’s construction, as well as allow the simulated imagery to utilize the same
algorithm as the real world imagery. 20 simulated image pairs and 10 real world image pairs were
used.
appeared optically full-scale. This appearance allowed the disparity maps generated
from the scaled system to be projected into point clouds according to a full-scale
projection matrix. Using a full-scale projection matrix resulted in a full-scale point
cloud, which could be compared to the full-scale model used for ICP.
3.3 Camera Calibration and Disparity Map Calculation
This section outlines the tools and processes used to create a disparity map
from the stereo image pairs. Generating a disparity map from a stereo image pair
first required calibrated cameras. OpenCV v2.49 [14] provided tools for camera cal-
ibration and disparity map generation. OpenCV contains a set of calibration tools
which calculate both intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters based on a series of
checkerboard images.
From a series of 20 simulated checkerboard image pairs (Figures 18 and 20),
OpenCV produced an accurate pair of intrinsic and extrinsic camera matrices for
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(a) Scale Camera System (b) Scale F-15 model
Figure 19. 1:7 Scale Test Setup. (a) The 1:7 scale camera system with a Prosillica EO camera
pair mounted above an IR camera pair. (b) A 1:7 scale F-15 model, used in conjunction with a 1:7
scale stereo camera setup to produce image pairs representative of a full-scale system.
the simulated camera. A second calibration with 15 real world checkerboard images
provided the camera matrices for the real world imagery.
Once generated, the calibration matrices were fed into a modified semi-global
block matching algorithm (SGBM) [19] with the following modifications to improve
runtime: (1) matching was performed between square pixel blocks (not individual
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Figure 20. A pair of left and right calibration checkerboard images rendered in the
simulation environment.
Table 2. A table listing the SGBM parameters as used in this thesis.
Parameter Value
Window size 9
minimum disparity 0
number of disparities 96
Uniqueness ratio 40%
Speckle Window Size 50
Speckle Range 100
Single-pixel smoothness penalty 1
Multi-pixel smoothness penalty 18,816
pixels); (2) comparisons were made in five of the eight cardinal directions; and (3) a
simplified Birchfield-Tomasi [12] cost function was implemented.
To handle disparity maps with a significant amount of high-disparity noise (Fig-
ure 21a), a speckle filter is applied. The speckle filter removes noise by eliminating
matches without a sufficient number of similar-disparity matches within a defined
window. Such filtering will inevitably remove some valid matches, but the quantity
of noise removed was shown to outweighed the loss of clarity from filtering some valid
matches.
The tuned parameters for the SGBM used on all simulated imagery were deter-
mined empirically (Table 2), to provide the most accurate disparity values when the
receiver is in the refueling position.
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(a) Unfiltered Disparity Map (b) Speckle Filtered Disparity Map
Figure 21. Disparity map filtering. (a) shows an unfiltered disparity map. The speckling
surrounding the aircraft as well as the bright points on the aircraft show some of the noise present.
Additional noise is present in the black, but the color variation is difficult to detect without altering
the image contrast. (b) shows a disparity map after applying a speckle filter. Histogram spreading
applied to emphasize detail. Note the reduction in noise, as well as some loss of useful disparity
information. The black areas are now a uniform disparity.
In this way, SGBM outputs a disparity value for each block, which was assigned
to the disparity value of the block’s center pixel. Rendering the disparity values gives
a disparity map (Figure 21b).
3.4 Point Cloud Generation
A point cloud was generated for each disparity map by projecting pixels along
their epipolar line, according to its disparity value. The OpenCV function Repro-
jectTo3D [14] was used to generate a disparity-to-depth-mapping matrix from in-
trinsic and extrinsic camera matrices. However, the returned disparity-to-depth-map
matrix contained an unclear discrepancy that caused the point cloud projections to
result in clouds of noise. In response, the disparity-to-depth-map (Q) matrix was
manually overridden using calculated values for principal point and focal length. The
principal point was assumed to be the image center (an assumption commonly made
in computer vision systems), with a focal length defined by
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F =
(width)pixels
2 tanFOV
, (8)
where F is the focal length in pixels, width is the image width in pixels, and FOV is
the horizontal field of view, measured in radians.
Applying the disparity-to-depth matrix to the disparity map resulted in three-
dimensional projected position for each pixel, including remaining noise not removed
by the speckle filter. A series of filters were required to isolate the receiver within the
point cloud. First, points with infinite disparity values were removed (Figure 22a),
followed by points with depth values less than a minimum threshold (Figure 22b).
Finally, a moving average filter was applied to filter out remaining points located
more than 75% of the receiver’s length behind the point cloud’s center of mass. The
application of all three filters provided a clear point cloud of solely the receiver aircraft
(Figure 23).
This filtered point cloud could be passed into the ICP stage in order to obtain
a translation between the receiver and tanker aircraft. ICP works iteratively and
each iteration requires a per-point distance calculation. The less distance between
the point cloud and model, the fewer iterations ICP requires to reach a solution.
Additionally, the longer the distance between the point cloud and model, the longer
runtime required for each iteration. To reduce the number of iterations (i.e., runtime)
required by ICP, a constant offset was created to apply an initial translation to each
point cloud. This offset translates the point cloud’s center of mass to or near to the
camera frame’s origin with a single translation. Additional translations applied by
ICP were then added to the initial translation to obtain the total translation between
the receiver and tanker. The constant offset selected was the translation required to
move a point cloud at the refueling position to the camera frame’s origin. Another
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(a) Infinity Filtered (b) Infinity and Near Field Filtered
Figure 22. A point cloud at two filtering stages. The circled area shows points projected
opposite the z-axis. The triangle marks the location of the receiver. The square shows trailing noise
toward infinity. Filtering to remove points at infinity ((a)), within the camera focal length ((b)),
and trailing toward infinity isolated the receiver within the point cloud.
key factor in the performance of ICP is the number of points that must be matched.
Thus an approach for selecting keypoints is presented next.
3.5 Stochastic Universal Sampling
The point clouds generated for a simulated full-scale F-15 in a typical refueling
position (depending on position relative to the tanker and block matching parameters)
contained between 50,00 and 100,000 points. Because ICP operates on each point,
larger point clouds result in long runtimes. Thus downsampling is employed to speed
alignment. Initial test cases were run to observe the appearance of point clouds at
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(a) Frontal View (b) Side View
Figure 23. A filtered point cloud generated from a stereo image pair, as seen from
the left camera (a). The side view (b) shows that the point cloud represents only surfaces of the
receiver that are visible to the camera pair.
downsampled sizes of 50,000+ (full size), 25,000, 10,000, 5,000, 1,000, 500, 250, 200,
and 50 pixels (Figure 24). To gain a significant ICP speedup without risking over-
downsampling, 10,000 points was selected empirically as the size of all point clouds.
Initially, random sampling was used to quickly select 10,000 points from the
filtered point cloud. This resulted in downsampled point clouds with regions of high
point density as well as regions of low point density. In some cases, entire sections
of major features such as a rudder or wingtip failed to be represented after random
downsampling, resulting in a more difficult match for ICP.
In order to ensure that all areas of the original point cloud are represented, this
thesis implements stochastic universal sampling (SUS) [9]. SUS allows for random
sampling to occur uniformly across the point cloud by ensuring that points are ran-
domly selected from segmented areas covering the entire model. Each segment forms
a bin containing all of the points in that segment. SUS randomly selects one point
from each segment, looping back to the first segment as many times as necessary to
obtain the desired number of points. Points are selected without replacement, and
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(a) 25,000 points (b) 10,000 points (c) 5,000 points (d) 1,000 points
(e) 500 points (f) 250 points (g) 100 points (h) 50 points
Figure 24. SUS downsampling on a point cloud. SUS ensures that the downsampled point
cloud represents points from all areas of the original cloud, regardless of the number of points
removed. (b) was selected to obtain a speedup in ICP runtime, without causing the point cloud to
appear drastically different from the original.
the size of each segment can be adjusted according to the level of detail in the initial
point cloud.
3.6 Model Fitting and Iterative Closest Point
Most model fitting algorithms work by exploiting a predetermined correspon-
dence between the points each model. Two of the most popular model fitting al-
gorithms, Active Shape Modeling (ASM) and ICP are no exception. The problem
domain of this thesis does not guarantee any knowledge of point correspondence
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Figure 25. A point cloud downsampled to 10,000 points. (color values are discarded for
ICP).
between the point cloud generated from stereo imagery and the model prior to ex-
ecution. For this reason, a model-based variant of ICP was selected. Model Based
ICP (MBI) [20] overcomes the lack of established point correspondence between point
clouds by sampling points from the model in order to create a correspondence with
the stereo-generated point cloud. The algorithm locates the nearest neighbor in the
model to each point in the stereo-generated point cloud. The nearest neighbor may
correspond to a vertex in the model or any point along an edge joining two vertices.
The nearest neighbors form a temporary point cloud to which MBI minimizes the
error with the stereo-generated point cloud (Figure 26).
Many other ICP variations also exist, but all share the same basic, iterative
process: match, minimize, transform. Consider two point clouds, A and B. In the
matching step, for each point in A, the nearest neighbor point in B is determined.
Then, the algorithm minimizes an error metric between A and B (commonly euclidean
distance between nearest neighbors, but may be implementation-specific). In the final
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Figure 26. MBI Algorithm Flow. The algorithm iteratively matches a point cloud (A) to a
model by sampling a point cloud from the model (B).
step, ICP applies a transform to A that results in minimized error, A1. ICP concludes
if the exit criteria is met, otherwise, the algorithm restarts with A1 and B.
While the lack of per-established point correspondence grants MBI greater flex-
ibility than standard ICP, long (sometimes infinite) runtimes hinder the algorithm’s
usefulness. To ensure a maximum allowable runtime, MBI contains two exit criteria:
a minimum error threshold and an iteration threshold.
Noise is present in the formation of a point cloud generated from a stereo image
pair, A. Although visualizations show A and B appear similar, the relative positioning
of any two points in A will not match the corresponding positioning in B. This creates
a minimum error that can be achieved when matching A and B. Therefore, ICP must
cease on a minimum error threshold. With the goal of achieving results accurate to
the centimeter level, this error threshold was set to 1 millimeter. Due to the nature
of noise in the point cloud, there is no guarantee that any given point cloud will be
matched to the model with an error less than 1 millimeter. To avoid, ICP becoming
caught in an infinite loop as it makes minor adjustments between two alignments
that minimize error nearly equally, but are above the threshold, a maximum iteration
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Figure 27. A graph showing the translation applied for each ICP iteration (Note the
magnitude decay and trending increase for overfitting)
count is set as an exit criteria. Initial testing revealed ICP returned results (regardless
of receiver position or orientation) which first quickly approached, then slowly met,
and ultimately moved past the true translation, which signifies overfitting (Figure 27).
After 140 iterations, each additional iteration offers a minor pose adjustment (on the
order of <4mm), thus a maximum of 200 iterations were allowed due to the tradeoff
between runtime and accuracy.
An ideal environment for ICP consists of two point clouds, between which a one-
to-one point correspondence exists. In such a case, the total error will be minimized
minimum error only when each point in A is paired with the corresponding point in
B. Additional points of noise in either cloud distorts this property. After despeckling
and filtering, additional points of noise remained around the edges of the point cloud.
Removing such noise entirely (manually or algorithmically) was not practical. The
remaining noise after minimization can bee seen in 28. With noise in the point cloud,
the total error takes into account the error in fitting each point of noise to the model.
This can result in significant misalignment that meets the exit criteria. These cases
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Figure 28. Point cloud error after filtering. A filtered point cloud generated from a stereo
image pair, with useful points removed to show remaining erroneous points.
are local minima in the error space of ICP solutions and ICP can become caught in
a local minimum. For instance, matches inverted about the y- or z-axis resulted in
small error for much of the model’s fuselage and wings. Such misalignments occurred
rarely when the point cloud and model were in rough alignment at the beginning of
ICP. Significantly misaligned starting positions or large distances between the point
cloud and model frequently resulted in ICP returning a local minimum alignment.
3.7 Results Format
The final result provided by the algorithm consists of the sum of two translation
matrices: a constant offset translation, and an ICP alignment (Equation 9). The
algorithm begins with the point cloud at some point in the system frame, and the
model loaded at the system origin. The constant offset translation translates the
point cloud’s center of mass toward the system origin. This translation accelerates
computation by performing a rough alignment of the point cloud and model at the
origin. From the translated position, ICP then calculates an additional translation
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and rotation to align the model to the point cloud. The final relative position estimate
is calculated as
Result = TRconstant + TRICP (9)
where TRconstant is a the translation and rotation estimated from the point cloud
center of mass and TRICP is the translation and rotation computed by ICP.
3.8 Intended Measurements
The experiments performed here intend to measure the instantaneous accuracy
of the algorithm in determining aircraft pose along six degrees of freedom. We will
examine the accuracy measurements for each degree of freedom independently as a
simulated receiver moves along a known flight path. In this way, the performance
of the algorithm can be evaluated and compared against the point cloud center of
mass (direct point cloud) estimation approach to determine the relative accuracy of
each solution. The algorithm runtime will also be analyzed for runtime and accuracy
under various point cloud sizes. Real world imagery will then be used for a qualitative
analysis of the algorithm’s feasibility to transition from the simulation domain into
the real world.
The direct point cloud estimation attempts to give the receiver’s position by
computing the center of mass of the point cloud. This approach is less complex than
ICP and may provide useful data to seed ICP and reduce overall algorithm runtime.
The isolated DOF test aims to provide accuracy measurements for each of the
six degrees of freedom used to describe receiver pose. In this test, motion along a
single degree of freedom will be applied for each degree of freedom.
The simulated flight path provides a 25-second video consisting of 750 unique
stereo frames at 30 frames per second (Figure 29). During the course of the video,
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Figure 29. A screen capture of the simulation environment. The green pyramid represents
the stereo camera pair’s field of view.
the receiver approaches the tanker from behind and positions itself for refueling. The
tanker will be traveling at 350 knots at an altitude of 10,000 feet. The receiver will
move along in all six degreed of freedom. The tanker will contain the stereo camera
pair and will also be subject to random movement in all degrees of freedom. The
combined movements of the tanker and receiver aim to simulate a typical refueling
operation from approach to the contact position.
Runtime.
The goal of an AAR application requires a minimum of video-rate results in
order to operate usefully in real-time. With this requirement in mind, the algorithm’s
performance should be analyzed. Each phase of the algorithm will be examined for
real world runtime while processing the simulated data.
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IV. Results/Discussion
This chapter analyzes the results of two tests performed within the simulation
environment and presents the initial results on 1/7th scale real world imagery. The
experimental results demonstrate the degree to which the algorithm can describe
movement in six degrees of freedom, as well as in a simulated refueling scenario.
Because point clouds generated from stereo imagery are not perfect, we can
expect errors due to various anomalies. One of the key factors contributing to such
error is the fact that digital imagery is a discretization of the world space. In partic-
ular, a pixel representing a feature close to the camera describes a small area in the
world space, while farther features may exist in a much larger area in the world-space.
Binning the world-space into pixels thus results in some x- and y-axis error for each
point. Such error naturally creates error in the resulting depth map, which is then
propagated into the point cloud representation when projected from the disparity
map. For example, the simulated camera in this experiment uses pixels that cover a
2.7 centimeter square in the world space to describe a feature at a range of 50 meters.
At 15 meters, the area represented by each pixel has reduced to 1.4 cm. The use of
depth bins to describe pixels is a necessary step in translating pixel disparity to a
depth value, but the binning adds an additional error in the z-axis, as each depth bin
represents a range of depths in the world-space. Combined, these potential binning
errors result in an increasing potential for error in each point cloud point as distance
along the z-axis increases. Figure 30 shows how the point cloud is “smeared” toward
the tail of the aircraft (furthest along the z-axis).
Although smearing reduces accuracy toward the tail of the aircraft, the majority
of the point cloud remains an accurate representation of the receiver aircraft. ICP is
able to operate on the point clouds despite the smearing, because ICP can make many
close matches throughout the accurate portions of the point cloud, while accepting
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Figure 30. A point cloud showing smearing toward the tail section, as a result of
imprecision in the pixel representation of the source images.
less accurate matches toward the rear of thew point cloud. Weighting the cloud’s
points in ICP in hopes of giving priority to more-accurate portions of the point cloud
did not have a noticeable impact on ICP alignment. Trials included weighting pixels
between 1 and 0 as well as 1 and 0.5.
4.1 Results
4.1.1 Direct Point Cloud Estimation.
The direct point cloud estimation returns a estimated receiver position using
only the point cloud measurements. Each filtered point cloud returns a calculated
center of mass (COM), which is taken as the estimated receiver position. The center
of mass can be calculated from an existing point cloud in O(n) time, offering a much
more rapid runtime than an ICP-based estimation.
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Table 3. Direct point cloud estimation successfully reports an estimated relative po-
sition of the receiver, with increasing accuracy as the receiver approaches the tanker.
Note that error increases sharply when portions of the aircraft are occluded (Frames
50 and 749).
Frame True Distance Error Length (m)
50 48.64 13.68
100 39.20 11.36
200 25.44 9.09
300 21.45 4.42
400 19.61 1.20
500 18.52 1.64
600 17.69 1.17
700 14.65 0.60
749 13.24 1.21
The accuracy of direct point cloud estimation varied greatly based upon two
main factors: distance from the camera pair and receiver occlusion. At the beginning
of the flight path, with the receiver > 25 meters from the camera pair, estimates
placed the receiver 9 or more meters from its true position. As the distance between
the receiver and camera pair decreased, accuracy increased rapidly. Direct point cloud
estimation returned relative receiver positions accurate within +/-2 meters when the
receiver moved within 20 meters of the camera pair. Accuracy remained within +/-2
meters for the reminder of the flight path (see Table 3).
Occlusion of the receiver occurred in the beginning and ending portions of the
flight path, as the receiver entered from beyond pair’s field of view and began to move
underneath the cameras’ field of view. During these periods, the estimated position
error was greater than when the receiver was fully visible at a similar distance. Other
occlusions such as the refueling boom or an aircraft with a wingspan greater than
the horizontal field of view allows (not simulated here) could be expected to produce
similar spikes in error.
The above direct point cloud estimation accuracies are somewhat misleading
for an AAR implementation. The simulated F-15 refueling port is not located at the
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Table 4. Although the center of mass is not the refueling port, adjusting the COM
results by the COM-to-refueling-port lever arm increased error an average of > 50
centimeters.
Frame Error Length Difference (Adjusted-Raw)
50 0.49
100 0.25
200 0.24
300 0.45
400 0.94
500 0.74
600 0.92
700 0.61
749 0.92
COM, which introduces some known error into using the center of mass estimate.
A calculated translation between the cut model’s center of mass and the simulated
refueling port attempted to account for this error. However, the high degree of fluctu-
ation in center of mass from frame-to-frame rendered the adjusted results less accurate
along the z-axis in all test cases. The z-axis is the primary axis of motion for refueling,
so the adjusted results were less helpful and therefore not used (Table 4).
This approach is too underdeveloped and imprecise for a direct AAR imple-
mentation, but the data is still useful. Direct point cloud estimation may be used to
seed ICP in order to minimize the number of time-intensive ICP iterations required
per estimation.
4.1.2 Isolated DOF Accuracy.
A set of simulated images were produced to replicate movement isolated to each
of the six degrees of freedom. A receiver positioned at a typical refueling location and
orientation provided the ”base” position for all isolated DOF tests. For each image
pair in the set, a perturbation of between -3 and 3 meters or 10 to 15 degrees was
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applied to a single DOF. These images sought to quantify the algorithm’s accuracy
in each DOF when the receiver is being refueled.
The result obtained from adding the initial translation (constant offset) to the
ICP alignment gave a high amount of error in each DOF. Further analysis revealed
that while the error values along corresponding DOF’s were consistent among trials,
the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis reported estimations with an observable bias across
all trials. To account for the consistent error, the average error of each DOF was
calculated from a set of six trials (one per isolated DOF). The inverse of these average
errors is the bias and is applied uniformly to each result as
Result = TRCO + TRICP + TRbias, (10)
where TRCO, TRICP , and TRbias are the translation and rotation matrices represent-
ing the constant offset, ICP output, and bias, respectively.
Applying the bias to the sum of the initial translation and ICP alignment re-
sulted in a reduction in per-DOF error from 40 to 100 centimeters to 1 to 14 centime-
ters. With the bias applied, the isolated DOF results remained accurate to within
14 centimeters and 6 degrees, regardless of the DOF perturbed. Table 5 shows the
results of a single trial configuration (perturbed along the z-axis). The roll, pitch,
and yaw estimations varied greatly trial-to-trial. Slight variations in the point cloud
caused by the points selected during downsampling caused the rotational estimates
to swing by up to 3 degrees above or below the truth value.
4.1.3 Flight Path Accuracy.
The flight path test provided 750 stereo frames, each depicting the receiver and
tanker in unique relative pose. Analysis of the video provided a pose estimation at
each frame. Similar to direct point cloud estimation, the system’s accuracy improved
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Table 5. The results of an isolated 2m movement along the z-axis.
DOF Truth Value (meters) Error (cm or degrees)
x-axis 0 1.71
y-axis 9 2.38
z-axis 20 13.6
Roll 0 0.29
Pitch 0 0.37
Yaw 0 0.28
Table 6. Position estimation accuracy improves as the receiver approaches the tanker.
Frame Distance to Receiver Error Length (m)
50 48.64 7.96
100 39.20 5.83
200 25.45 9.78
300 21.45 4.56
400 19.61 0.37
500 18.52 0.78
600 17.69 0.12
700 14.65 0.06
749 13.24 0.08
as the receiver approached the refueling position (Figure 32). However, the results
of the full algorithm were more accurate throughout the flight path, including areas
of partial receiver occlusion. The error remains within 10 centimeters of the true
position when the receiver is within 17 meters of the camera pair (Figure 31).
A selection of position estimation errors can be found in Table 6. The results
show that centimeter-level accuracy can be achieved when the receiver is near the
refueling position. Additionally, the algorithm’s level of accuracy remains stable
at a given receiver distance, regardless of partial receiver occlusions. Frame 749
(Figure 33) captures the receiver with the nosecone beyond the field of view. Despite
this occlusion, the algorithm is able to estimate the receiver position to within the
decimeter level.
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(a) Full Approach Error: 50 to 13 meters
(b) Contact Position Error: 19 to 13 meters
Figure 31. Raw pose estimate graph. Estimates along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis show a
steady reduction in error as the receiver approaches. (b) shows a focused view of the results when
the receiver is within 19 meters. The error along all three axes remains within 10 centimeters of the
true position when the receiver is within 17 meters.
Figure 34 shows the pose estimation error reducing rapidly as the receiver ap-
proaches the tanker. When the receiver is within 20 meters, the pose estimates are
accurate within 1 meter. The pose estimations continue to improve to within one
decimeter as the receiver reaches 16 meters from the tanker. Error was not notice-
ably impacted by receiver or tanker rotations.
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Figure 32. The corrected pose estimates (offset+ICP+bias). The graph shows error
decreasing as the reciever approaches the camera pair. In this graph, the absolute value of the error
is presented to emphasize the error decay as distance decreases.
(a) Occluded Nosecone (b) Point Cloud Fit to
Model
Figure 33. Flight path frame 749. Even with partial aircraft occlusions (such as the nosecone,
seen here) ICP is able to accurately match the point cloud to the model. The reported accuracy
with such occlusions is similar to the accuracy reported for a completely visible aircraft at the same
range. (a) shows how ICP aligns the point cloud to the model with the nosecone area missing.
Error in roll, pitch, and yaw also improved as the receiver approached the tanker
(Fig 35). Beyond 40 meters, 180 degree rotation errors occurred normally. In these
cases, ICP rotated the model to fit the wings to the point cloud. These massive
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Figure 34. ICP vs Direct Point Cloud Estimation The absolute value of the Euclidian distance
error for both direct point cloud estimation and the algorithm with ICP. While both methods
improve as distance to the reciever decreases, ICP results in a much more accurate estimation when
the reciever is within 20 meters of the tanker.
rotations fell off sharply, with the yaw error remaining within one degree once the
receiver reached a distance of 25 meters. Pitch estimation gave the least stable and
least accurate results. Noise along the x-axis and z-axis was small in relation to
the range of values along those respective axes. However, the shell created by the
point cloud represented only the top surface of the receiver (and some of the vertical
rudders). This shell contained very little range y-axis, which increased the significance
of the noise. For example: In most cases, erroneous points along the y-axis appeared
below the receiver’s tail area. The nose section would remain properly aligned, but
the rigidity of the model forced ICP to apply a pitch in order to minimize the distance
between all points at the tail of the aircraft wile keeping the nose aligned.
4.2 Timing Profile
In order to be applied to the AAR task, the algorithm must be capable of oper-
ating in real time (30 frames per second or greater). Although the algorithm used in
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Figure 35. A graph of rotational error over the flight path.
this thesis post-processed data, the relative bottlenecks of algorithm operation reveal
where the greatest potential for speedup lies. The algorithm was not parallelized for
this thesis.
The first three algorithm stages (image capture, rectification, and disparity map
generation) are O(n) operations where n is the number of pixels in the input image.
The runtime of the fourth stage (point cloud generation) is also O(n), but may take
up to O(4n) depending upon filtering parameters and the number of points in the
downsampled result. The first four stages required 1.685 seconds per image to produce
a 10,000-point cloud on a 3.20GHz dual-core system (Table 7). This point cloud is of
the same quality cloud seen in Figure 25.
The most time-intensive stage was point cloud generation, which accounted for
the majority of the runtime fo the first four stages. Point cloud generation consists
of point projection, filtering, and downsampling (in order). Point projection required
and average of 0.586 seconds. Downsampling to 10,000 points required 0.47 seconds.
Downsampling to 1,000 decreased the average downsampling time to 0.04 seconds.
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Table 7. Runtime of the first four algorithm stages. All times measured in wall-clock time
(from image load to result return). Point cloud generation makes up nearly 77% of the algorithm
runtime without ICP and represents the best candidate for runtime reduction in future work.
Algorithm Step Runtime (%) Runtime (seconds)
Rectification 0.675 0.0093
Disparity Map Generation 22.59 0.311
Point Cloud Generation 76.73 1.056
Overall 1.0 1.367
Parallelization of the point cloud generation and downsampling to run on a GPU
would offer a significant speedup toward real time operation.
Model fitting made up the remainder of the algorithm runtime. Model fitting
runtime depended upon two main factors: constant offset accuracy and point cloud
size. Although not explicitly tested, constant offset accuracy offered the single great-
est impact on runtime. The constant offset applied a transform to each point cloud
in order to bring the center of mass to the designated refueling position. ICP failed
to complete a single iteration on a 10,000-point cloud in five minutes when presented
with a point cloud that had not been adjusted by a constant offset. Once the offset
was applied, ICP returned 63 iterations in 5.22 minutes before exiting due to the
minimum movement threshold.
Point cloud size offered the second largest runtime variation. Point clouds of
varying sizes were generated for multiple images. ICP was performed on these point
clouds with a minimum movement threshold of 1 millimeter. Reducing the number of
points in the final point cloud offered a linear speedup to ICP with larger point clouds
(Table 8). Frame 300 of the flight path video represents the results seen throughout
the test cases. For frame 300, a 1,000-point cloud required 33.98 seconds to complete
ICP, while a 10,000-point cloud required 313.32 seconds.
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Table 8. ICP runtime and the number of points in the point cloud are linearly related
for larger point clouds.
Number of Points in Cloud ICP Runtime
50 1.12 sec
100 6.53 sec
250 8.86 sec
500 14.22 sec
1000 33.98 sec
5000 2.52 min
10000 5.22 min
25000 12.30 min
50000 22.80 min
4.3 Point Density Impact on Accuracy
Interestingly, the reduction in number of points did not have an adverse effect
on matching accuracy. Starting with a point cloud of nearly 75,000 points, various
downsampled clouds were created using SUS on the original cloud (Figure 24). The
downsampled clouds were each matched using ICP and the accuracies were recorded
(Table 9). Although severe downsampling caused the point cloud to appear less like
an aircraft to the naked eye, ICP was able to make an accurate alignment, and at an
increased speed.
Again, frame 300 of the flight path video provides a strong example. The
resulting euclidean error for 50,000, 25,000, 10,000, and 5,000-point clouds each fell
within 1 centimeter of each other. The smallest point cloud, at 50 points, still returned
an estimate within 6 centimeters of the average. Error variance remained consistent
when the receiver was within 26 meters. Beyond 26 meters, downsampling below
1,000 points was not always possible as the full point cloud often contained 500-2,000
points.
The relatively small decrease in accuracy compared to the linear decrease in
runtime makes downsampling a strong candidate for consideration in creating a real-
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Table 9. A comparison between point cloud size and Euclidean error length for a single
frame.
Number of Points Error Length
50 0.1478
100 0.1368
250 0.0128
500 0.1195
1000 0.0489
5000 0.0867
10000 0.0798
25000 0.0864
50000 0.0828
time stereo vision solution. Greater accuracy is preferable, but establishing a desired
accuracy range would allow downsampling to be maximally exploited to reduce run-
time.
4.4 Real-world Imagery Examples
Qualitative analysis shows that this approach is capable of translating from the
simulation domain to the real world. The Prosillica cameras captured images of a
1/7th scale F-15 on a 1 meter stand (Figure 36a). The algorithm was run on the real
world imagery without modification from the simulation domain experiments, with
the exception of the camera calibration matrices and point cloud filter parameters.
All calibration matrices were recomputed using a checkerboard pattern (through the
same algorithm that generated the calibration matrices for the simulated imagery).
After calibration, the real world images resulted in a disparity map in which the
F-15 is distinguishable (Fig 36c). The disparity map suffers from vertical bars of high
disparity along the bottom and left sides of the image. These areas are artifacts from
the rectification process (Figure 36b). Because the locations of the artifact areas is
known, the bars of high disparity are easily cropped from the point cloud.
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(a) Image (b) Rectified
(c) Disparity Map (d) Point Cloud
Figure 36. Real World Imagery. (a) shows the 1:7 scale receiver as captured by the right
camera of the 1:7 scale stereo camera pair. (b) shows the image after rectification to remove both
radial and tangential distortion. (c) shows the disparity map created from the left and right rectified
images. (d) shows the point cloud projected from the disparity map. The gradient background was
added to increase contrast between the background and the largely white wings and elevators.
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The point cloud generation required adjustment to the filtering parameters to
eliminate background objects from the point cloud. This adjustment is specific to the
test case, where the receiver is surrounded by walls, a floor, a stand, and other objects
(rather than flying). Once the filter parameters were empirically set, the resulting
point cloud clearly isolated the receiver (Figure 36d).
The resulting point cloud shows the feasibility of this algorithm to be applied
to full-scale, real world imagery. Although truth information was not available a the
time of image capture, the initial ICP results are of the correct magnitude.
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V. Conclusion
This thesis presented an algorithm for determining relative aircraft position
using stereo vision. In conclusion, the position estimates returned by both direct
point cloud estimation and ICP estimation demonstrate that relative positioning from
stereo vision is possible. Experimental results show that pose estimates on the order
of +/-10cm are achievable while the receiver is in the contact position. Although
measured in simulation, the very same algorithm is also able to tender pose estimates
from a 1:7 scale vision system that are qualitatively correct.
5.1 Future Work
This section outlines areas for future work and research. Many areas of im-
provement exist if we are to continue moving towards the AAR task.
Real-world Test and Analysis. The algorithm analyzed in this thesis
has been tested qualitatively on real world imagery. Moving forward, quantifiable
results on images captured int the real world would greatly improve the confidence
in this algorithm for real world application. A precision measurement system such
as a VICON chamber would be ideal for gathering quantitative test data, as sensor
balls could be placed at easily identifiable points on the model, allowing for a direct
translation between truth data and algorithm output.
Real-Time Operation. This thesis post-processed all images using a sin-
gle process. The timing profile clearly shows that the current algorithm runs too
slowly for flight operation. In order to decrease the algorithm’s runtime, many of the
stages could be parallelized and optimized for running on a GPU. A well-parallelized
algorithm would be able to significantly reduce the runtimes required for this thesis.
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Multiple-Sensor Systems. Other AAR solutions (such as DGPS) may
benefit from a confidence-check performed by a stereo vision system. In the event that
the primary system fails, or provides erroneous data, a comparison against the stereo
vision system would result in a low confidence, signaling the receiver and tanker to
take appropriate action.
Generalized Implementation. The current algorithm relies heavily on
the open-source rendering environment Ogre. While Ogre is helpful for simplifying
three-dimensional model manipulations and key to real-time visualization of the al-
gorithm’s results, Ogre is not required from a theory perspective. Moving to a more
generalized, array-based solution would offer much more flexibility in upgrading the
algorithm and translating it to varying platforms, as well as offer a significant speed
improvement.
Reduce the Number of Approximations. In addition to the approx-
imations made by the simulation environment, calculating a true disparity-to-depth
matrix would offer more precise results, especially on real world imagery where the
approximation used in this thesis will be less representative of the true matrix.
Seeding ICP. As mentioned earlier, direct point cloud estimation may
provide a fast method of seeding ICP in order to reduce the number of ICP iterations
required per frame. The time required for each iteration, as well as the total number
of iterations required to reach a given threshold, is reduced when the point cloud is
fed to ICP in rough alignment with the model. Direct point cloud estimation may
be able to provide ICP with a point cloud that is aligned to the model much more
closely in all cases than the constant offset applied in this thesis.
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5.2 Final Remarks
Aerial refueling capability is key to the Air Force’s missions of rapid global mo-
bility and global attack. This thesis shows that a stereo vision systems can be used
to provide precision relative navigation to a receiver aircraft. Position estimates ac-
curate to +/-10 centimeters have been shown in simulation, and the same algorithm
has been used to process scaled real world imagery with qualitatively correct results.
With future work, stereo vision may be leveraged to aid in bringing an AAR capa-
bility to the growing wings of UAS and RPA, which currently lack an aerial refueling
capability.
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